
 Bank Street School for Children  
Biomes Curriculum (Grades 3-5) 

 
Rainforest (upland and lowland),Temperate Forest, Desert (American and African), Wetland 

 



Creating sculptures in the park:  Experiencing the physical world  
  



Collecting and arranging elements from nature in small groups 



Designing, arranging, interacting with the space and each other 



Children engaging with the natural environment 



Experiencing vegetation in biomes at the New York Botanical Garden 



Experiencing terrain and elevations   



Exploring climate in the rainforest 



Observing  and recording the vegetation 



Week One:  Building the landscape using natural materials 



Week One:  Room set-up using homosote boards 



Week One:  Meeting with children, planning in groups, taking turns drawing 



Week One:  Sketching on the homosote and starting to build 



Week One:  Building the landscape using sawdust, soil, rocks and other natural 
materials 



Week One:  Adding elevations to the landscape using clay, newspaper and 
paper bags 



Week One 



Week One 



Week One:  Finished aerial views 



Week Two:  Designing and building shelters using cardboard, cardboard shear, 
bone folders, damp sponges and paper tape 



Week Two:  Designing shelters by using paper to plan shapes and size 



Week Two:  Designing shelters by using paper and then by modeling 
cardboard 



Week Two:  Taking turns while building with cardboard 



Week Two:  Taking turns while building with cardboard 



Week Two:  Finished houses 



  

Week Two:  Finished houses 



Week Three:  Shelters:  Construction materials such as sandpaper, 
wonderfoam, corrugated cardboard, burlap, muslin, foil and other textures. 



Week Three:  Using various textures to create illusions of the real world 



Week Three:  Using popsicle sticks for the temperate forest shelter and rafia for 
the roof of the lowland rainforest 



Week Three:  Finished shelter for the temperate forest and the desert 



Week Three:  Finished shelter for temperate forest, African desert 



Week Four:  Vegetation materials:  Cardboard, sticks, tissue paper, yarns, pipe 
cleaners and yarn 



Week Four:  What are the different ways you can use these materials to make 
trees?  What about bushes? What about other vegetation? 



Week Four: How big should your tree be next to your house? 



Week Four:   What is the time of year in your biome?  



Week Four: Students explore with various materials to shape dominant vegetation 



Week Four:  Gluing vegetation to models 



Week Four: Models with finished vegetation 

 



Week Five:  Students sculpt the most important animals in their biome 

 



Week Five:  How big should your animal be next to the house? What is the 
biggest animal in your biome? What part of your animal will you squeeze first to 
begin to make your animal?  What will you sculpt next?   



Week Five:  Students use visual references to represent their animals  



Week Five:  Students use references and compare animals for scale 



Week Five:  Children add details 



Week Five:  Students add textures and materials to their animals  



Week Six:  Materials for making people:  Cardboard, skin color pipe cleaners, 
hair color yarns, cloth, small wooden figures 



Week Six:  Students make figures with cardboard or wood 



Week Six:  Students change skin tone with markers 



Week Six:  Students dress their figures using texture and patterned cloth 



Week Six:  Model people begin to interact in their biome 



Week Seven:  Sharing with each other and families 






